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 4 
Introduction 
 
 A new epoch has arrived. We have moved beyond the period of interglacial growth, 
known as the Holocene, into a new fearful landscape of environmental rout. We encounter 
alarming reports of radiation contamination, devastating “natural” disasters Katrina, Irene, and 
Sandy, mass species annihilation and extinction, in our world of the Anthropocene, where 
humans have finally seized the natural world that sustains us. Our trace exists not only in the 
physical terrestrial world, but also in the atmosphere, oceans, and now, deep within geological 
formations.i We have reached, in a sense, the apex of human domination. My question is, who 
really triumphs? 
In the last three decades, and increasingly in the 21st century, waves of artists and 
exhibitions have turned their focus to global environmental change. These artists find it 
necessary and compelling to respond to current threats to human life and the life of our natural 
environment that we depend on. Eco art has situated itself in the multidisciplinary discussion of 
global environmental change. Artists have made the public aware of eco art’s relevance to this 
particular crisis through allowing viewers to experience the strong emotional response that so 
often is evoked by their work. In presenting my analysis of the selected eco art projects, 
scientists were particularly intrigued by the alternate perspectives awarded by these artists’ 
works. This was proof in itself of the relevance eco art holds within environmental discourse. 
What may seem like an unnatural fusion of polar disciplines is actually a creative marriage that 
has extended perspectives beyond scientific reasoning. 
Art proves particularly effective in communicating and beginning to resolve global 
environmental change because of its ability to visualize abstract and complex issues, work from 
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a nonobjective angle, engage across disciplines, and provide accessibility to a diverse global 
population. The conceptual lens of eco art finds refuge in an increasingly conceptual art world 
that seeks to expand beyond the gallery setting. While it may seem like a separate, disengaged 
realm, art has a history, arguably to a greater extent than other disciplines, of responding to 
relevant contemporary issues, making it an effective agent in the environmental discussion. Its 
distinct perspective allows it to fill a creative gap in the discussion of global environmental 
change. Despite these truths, there exist a number of skeptics who find art to be stepping out of 
its respective space in addressing such issues. While I won’t attempt to argue that art is, on its 
own, the solution to global environmental change, I maintain that certainly does not cause 
damage in supplementing existing environmental discourse. It has, in fact, sparked action on an 
institutional level to address environmental changes.ii  So, you can see eco artists as diversions 
from the environmental movement, or as unique vehicles for bolstering the discourse of 
environmental solutions. 
This paper is an intellectual undertaking that places the eco art movement in the context 
of this recent acknowledgement of the Anthropocene, and highlights specific eco art projects that 
reveal how art can generate new ways of seeing our global environmental crisis. Not only does it 
recognize contemporary artists responding to the Anthropocene, but also emphasizes 20th century 
eco art projects that act as prototypes for inspiration for contemporary projects. While these 
artists are motivated by decades of environmental events, they all represent new perspectives on 
the relevant environmental crisis of their own time.  
The paper consists of three distinct chapters. I first briefly introduce the term 
“Anthropocene.” I offer evidence by discussing its origins and characteristics, argue some of the 
negative and positive implications of its popularization, and assert its applicability to current 
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climate change discourse. The next chapter highlights art and aesthetic practice as an opportune 
field for discourse of the Anthropocene. The remainder of the paper is an analysis of eco artists 
that exemplify how discourse of the Anthropocene is effectively applied within art practice as a 
means of communicating, discussing, and beginning to resolve global environmental issues. 
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Chapter 1: The Anthropocene: A New Geological Epoch? 
 
Since its coining by Paul Crutzen a decade ago, the term “Anthropocene” has been used 
to describe our current geological epoch, when humans stand as the primary global forcing agent. 
The term is rooted in the notion, supported by a large group of scientists, that human impact on 
the Earth’s land, oceans, and atmosphere has reached a scale so pervasive that their impacts 
match and perhaps exceed the forces of nature itself. iii These effects, evident in the “biological 
fabric of the Earth,”iv spiking atmospheric concentrations, loss of biodiversity, newly introduced 
diseases, increasing extinction rates, changing ocean compositions, and altering weather patterns, 
indicate the human morphological force that characterized the Anthropocene as our current 
epoch. While the term has not been made official, scientists have used it nonetheless to describe 
our current interval of time, which is dominated by human activity. v. In recent years, it has 
become popularized amongst the general public as well to characterize the all-encompassing 
human-centric environmental phenomenon. Aside from its scientific validity, within popular 
culture, the term itself is vivid and comprehensible, and has the unique power of enveloping a 
vast and diverse set of issues into one catchy, characteristic word that denotes our current 
human-made ecological crisis. 
Arguments about when to date the beginning of the Anthropocene vary greatly amongst 
scientists. Regardless, the informal Anthropocene epoch is marked by the start of significant 
human interference with the biophysical system.vi Some suggest that this occurs as early as 8000 
years ago with the first traces of forest clearance in northern Europe.vii Most early evidence of 
human impact is apparent through soil management practices, including the act of terracing, use 
of fertilizer, and other early agricultural practices.viii However, the exact “golden spike”—
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geological time boundary, usually marked by a mass extinction, ice age, etc.—is debated to be 
across a span of thousands of years.  
In order to pinpoint the golden spike that sparked a slow, gradual, yet profound 
development of human domination over nature, scientists have endeavored an exploration and 
analysis of the evolution of the human-nature relationship from their time as hunter-gatherers to 
the present dayix. Many have noted a significant change in human development directly 
following the creation of fire and stone made tools.x These empowering changes evidently gave 
way to changes in diet, and consequently, enhanced mental and physical capabilities in humans 
on quite a significant level.xi Communication methods, domestication of animals, agriculture 
(including forest clearing) and irrigation closely followed these initial movements to harness and 
effectively utilize nature.xii  
In these pre-industrial human societies, changes to the environment were based on a 
small-scale trial and error system that sought to test certain efficiencies that could be gained from 
manipulating the environment. Gradual increases in such processes are what ultimately led to 
innovative farming techniques such as fertilization and irrigation. However, on such a local 
scale, these cultural adaptations to ease everyday tasks did not result in immense modification to 
ecological systems. It is important to note that this gradual process in the realization of 
efficiencies at the expense of the environment is reflected in the systems that exploit and 
dismantle our environment today.  
The same is true for the Industrial Era, which many argue marks the true beginning of the 
Anthropocenic epoch. This period of time in the 18th century denotes a time of massive 
expansion across a number of human realms: innovative technological discoveries, energy use 
(fossil fuels), and excessive use of resources and raw materials. 
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Efficiencies such as the steam engine, dams, and the Haber Bosch process are key players in this 
expansion. As several sources note, this time period nurtured a growth of the population sixfold, 
the global economy fivefold, and overall energy use fortyfold.xiii With these skyrocketing 
productions, a sharp increase in atmospheric greenhouse gases closely followed. The next wave 
during which human activities manifested a power over the environment that resulted in serious 
changes is referred to as The Great Acceleration. This designates the period of time beginning in 
1945 and continuing into the present day where “humans changed global ecosystems more 
rapidly and extensively than any comparable period in history.”xiv Arguably roused by a post-war 
sense of freedom and expansion, The Great Acceleration boasts an unsurpassed increase in 
technological advances, new functions for fossil fuels, capital and trade, and a wide variety of 
modern developments that function in our society today. 
Since the beginning of the Anthropocene, whether it is placed at the invention of the 
steam engine, the advent of agriculture, or before the Holocene (our previous geological era) 
entirely, the effects of human activity have been astounding. These changes translate into a 
myriad of ecological effects including but not limited to species loss, warming temperatures, 
significant increase atmospheric gas concentrations, ocean acidification, sea level rise, and 
species migration. These are directly observable phenomena that are complemented by far less 
visible alterations in the natural flow of key chemical elements within ecological systems. To 
enhance this perspective, scientists state that at this time, humans convert more nitrogen than all 
terrestrial systems combined.xv Our population has increased tenfold. 30- 50% of the global land 
surface has been transformed by human activities, otherwise known as “terraforming.”xvi The 
sum of the coal and oil that is burned globally into the atmosphere is twice the amount of all 
natural emissions. xvii  
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Changes have occurred as a result of human activity that affect all aspects of the Earth’s 
systems and the way that it functions. These massive manipulations are incomparably impacting 
on their own; what’s more, as Crutzen and Steffen assert, they are expedited by the fact that 
these changes 1) generally exceed the magnitude of natural forces 2) unfold at a rate that 
surpasses natural variability and 3) occur simultaneously and accelerated each other’s 
processes.xviii  
In placing this distinct epoch in the context of the geological time scale, issues of 
equating evidence to other eras has proved a major roadblock. First, Most epochs are several 
million years long, to which the Anthropocene holds no comparison at just a couple of centuries 
long, if that. Second, it is difficult to measure this situation with the standard historical forms of 
evidence, when it is clear we know far more about our current planet than any past geological 
era. Previous epochs and eras have been measured through analyzing rock strata, which reveals 
clues that can be put together, sometimes quite arbitrarily, to enlighten us as to past geological 
histories.xix How is this comparable to the comprehensive record we possess about the 
landscapes, temperatures, species, systems, and patterns of our current epoch? According to one 
source, “it is unlikely that the Anthropocene will have an easy and uncontested passage through 
the various committees—particularly because it is novel not just as a time unit, but novel, indeed 
unprecedented, as regards its analysis and consideration.”xx Third, it is difficult to differentiate 
what is human-changed, and what changes occurred naturally within our current ecological 
systems. In naming an epoch after its greatest force, it should be notable which aspects of our 
current Earth system are a result of human inhabitants and which occurred naturally, a 
dichotomy that proves near impossible to establish. Nonetheless, it is certain by observing the 
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evolution of humans’ relationship to the environment that many and most changes are the result 
of human activity. 
The possibility of formalizing the Anthropocene into our geological time scale is unclear. 
The process involves a number of sectors within the world of science, which makes it especially 
difficult to form a consensus. The deliberation could take several years because a change that 
carries this much weight merits thorough discussion. To assist with this process, the Internal 
Commission on Stratigraphy (part of the Union of Geological Sciences) created an Anthropocene 
Working Group.xxi Not unless the entire hierarchy of these committees is convinced will the term 
be added into the official geological language and gain formal credibility. Until then, its 
popularization serves to recognize and discuss the human role in global environmental change 
through a variety of cross-disciplinary discourse. 
 
Societal Implications of Formalizing the Anthropocene 
 
A formalization of the Anthropocene into the geological time scale would affect more 
than just the scientific community. Despite its current status as an informal term, the concept of 
the Anthropocene has already proliferated throughout academic discourse in a wide variety of 
disciplines, as well as the media. Discussion of the Anthropocene appears in scholarly articles, 
on the cover of a featured issue of the Economist, and in the New York Times; it yields 
thousands of hits in search engines, and has sparked discussions within podcasts and other media 
platforms.xxii  Why does this term seem to resonate with such a wide breadth of our population? 
One assumption is that the idea of naming a geological epoch after ourselves is a turning 
point in the realization of how human-centered the Earth has truly become. While it used to be 
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that humans were bystanders in nature, we are now its dominating force of change.xxiii The act of 
even dreaming up the idea of a self-named epoch indeed reinforces our self-centered 
worldview.xxiv It it not surprising that this acknowledgement consequently yields societal 
responses, both positive and negative. Positive here denotes possible reactions by society that 
could coexist and expedite a reevaluation of the processes that contribute to environmental 
changes in order to shape a sustainable future. Negative responses might take a position of 
feeling sanctioned, wherein people take this concept of official human influence as a form of 
flattery, seeing our momentum and power as a society as motivation to embrace our domination 
over nature moving forward. These consequences of acknowledging the Anthropocene are not to 
be taken lightly; they are will shape our efforts to compensate for and adapt to environmental 
changes in the future. Thus, it is important that I delve into some examples of both negative and 
positive consequences that could follow the official recognition of the Anthropocene in our 
geological time scale.  
I want to first discuss some of the positive societal responses, noted by the lead scientists 
on this topicxxv that could result from the recognition of an Anthropocene epoch. First, this 
recognition of the immense depth of human impact on our environment will likely encourage a 
large portion of the population [who live by a certain environmental moral standard] to act upon 
these negative changes in any way they can. A formalized Anthropocene could strengthen the 
efforts and credibility of current environmental movements; Furthermore, it could dispel the 
remaining traces of denial within the human population. The term could be use as evidence in 
legislation, to argue conservation efforts and other acts of environmentalism. It could help to 
give the environment a voice and normalize their stake in the discourse of political decision-
making. It could be used to leverage compensation claims for cases of environmental damage. 
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All of these benefits are potential responses to a formal naming of the Anthropocene to clarify 
and encompass the vast and deeply rooted range of human contributions to global environmental 
change. It is, essentially, “a large scale admission of guilt.”xxvi Thus, a widespread 
acknowledgement that we have transitioned into a human-dominated epoch could be the 
framework that allows people to comprehend, discuss, and begin to deal with the effects of our 
impact on the planet. 
Upon researching proposals for a new epoch, most scientists promoted the authentication 
of the Anthropocene as a means of validating the vast evidence we have of humans’ impact on 
the Earth. However, negative critiques of the term arise from these arguments as well. First, 
scholars, scientists, and artists analyzing the term are wary of the likelihood that it could 
oversimplify the extremely complex issues, affecting all Earth systems, which contribute to the 
phenomenon of climate change. xxviixxviii According to these scientists’ perspectives, the 
overgeneralization that accompanies the act of assigning one term to a set of issues emphasizes 
individual efforts and ignores the need for systemic change.xxix Another problematic 
characteristic of formalizing the Anthropocene is that not every human on this Earth is 
responsible for these changes; it homogenizes the human race and masks unequal distributions of 
impact. Lastly, the acceptance of a human-centered epoch is an open door opportunity for society 
“to embrace the managerial role”xxx and argue that the momentum of our population is 
unstoppable, irrevocable, and impractical. With thoughts of geo-engineering climate change 
already circling, an official recognition of the depth of our impact could be problematic. This 
discourse is not occupying the majority of discussions surrounding the Anthropocene, though it 
is significant to note its existence.  
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I argue here that the potential for the dissemination and formalization of the 
Anthropocene to yield positive moral reactions to an appalling, newly realized phenomenon is 
far greater and more impactful than negative implications of the term. Specifically, I address the 
potential for creative aesthetic platforms to promote discourse of the Anthropocene and provide 
unique, accessible perspectives. There is an urgent need for a global awareness of our current 
environmental circumstances in order to prevent further undesirable changes and to begin to 
adapt to changes that have already been imposed. The lack of a global consensus and a 
realization of this phenomenon will only avert progress towards the many systematic revisions 
that need to occur. Thus, it is crucial that the discourse of the Anthropocene, defined as “the 
advocacy and elaboration of rationales favoring the term in scientific, environmental, popular 
writings, and other media,xxxi” be promoted, so that it may proliferate throughout our society and 
into our social, political, economic, and cultural systems.xxxii 
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Chapter 2: Art as a Communicator of Cultural Change 
 
 As Linda Weintraub declares in the preface of To Life: Eco Art in the Pursuit of a 
Sustainable Planet, “art has long served as the conscience of culture.”xxxiii Art’s functionalities—
to glorify leaders, ward out evil, assist with spiritual practice, inspire strength and courage, 
enforce rules, commemorate people, celebrate events, and other needs of the present—proliferate 
through many different societal spaces.xxxiv Therefore, when implemented strategically, art can 
act as the voice of society. Numerous art movements of the 20th century, whose goals are sparked 
by contemporary social, political, economic, or cultural situations, prove this notion. While art is 
inarguably also a form of personal expression, “art is produced...also by a way of innumerable 
external social pressures, technical innovations, and geopolitical transformations that also shape 
the spatial tactics and operative strategies of contemporary art practice.”xxxv Its central and 
fundamental role in human history proves art’s ability to communicate cultural, political, and 
social changes. Through examining several notable art movements that occurred within the 20th 
century, we can better address the agendas, actors, and agency behind some of the most 
prominent art movements. 
  
Historical Art Movements that are Products of Cultural Change 
 
In order to emphasize the power of art as a public voice, it is helpful to review some 
prominent 20th century art movements that reflect changes in political, social, and cultural 
aspects of human life. During times of war, conflict, and suffering, art has acted as an alternative 
discourse for communicating ideas. The onset of World War One confirmed to artists and the 
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general public the corrupt, nationalist political systems and oppressive social values that plagued 
their society and brought on terrible violence.xxxvi This context set the stage for the Dada 
movement, an “all out assault” against artistic conventions and rational thought by artists from 
Switzerland, Germany, The United States, and France.xxxvii Their intent was not to artistically 
inspire, but to radically respond to current politics and social morals with outrage and disgust. 
The global economic crisis in the nineteen thirties was another era ridden with corrupt fascist 
politics and extreme social and economic inequalities. This conflict brought on the Social Realist 
Movement, a movement for the masses, which sought to unmask the true lives of lower and 
working class citizens and the politically oppressed. They used art as a tool to fight the 
exploitation by capitalist framework and combat political regimes.xxxviii The contexts of these 
movements draw uncanny parallels to the beginnings of the environmental movement in the 
nineteen sixties. The effects of our increasingly industrialized world on human health and 
survival sparked a greater concern about contemporary political and social systems that obscure 
our relationship with the environment.  
While art was not necessary a direct solution to the issues it voiced it these movements, it 
was a common and accessible platform for communicating thoughts and emotions during 
difficult times. It was an expressive outlet that united popular feelings and gave a voice to people 
who may have otherwise felt powerless in times of struggle. For example, in many of these 
political contexts, there was a clear imbalance of power between common people and the 
systems that govern them. In struggling for a right to be heard, art could empower the general 
population who sought change but did not know how to obtain it. Dada and Social Realism had 
varying degrees of direct and significant influence on governance at the time. I discuss these 
movements to highlight their success as a new mode of communication and inquiry that 
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challenged contemporary political and social situations. Their success is recognized not by the 
change they inflicted but by the prominence they gained and the parties they rallied in support of 
their goals.   
 Dada was an artist movement across Europe and in the United states, prompted by World 
War I, which expanded across all realms of artistic expression including performance art, poetry, 
painting, sculpture, photography, and mixed media collage. The Dada aesthetic was ultimately 
characterized by nonsense; it mocked and rebelled against the nationalist, bourgeois, and 
essentially all attitudes that would fall under the category of the “norm.”xxxix The work aimed to 
cast doubt upon and entirely question the rules and laws that led to the gruesome consequences 
of World War 1. It was a direct rejection of the rationale that led to desensitized murder of 
millions of men. In the mind of the Dada artists, if the existing systems of rule and ways of living 
led to such blasphemy, they couldn’t be trusted. This line of thought promoted a movement that 
was anti-rule, and anti-pragmatism, and completely nonsensical.  
 Dada supporters loathed the corruption of nationalist politics and social values that 
ultimately led the world to war. While the movement confronted issues felt by people of all 
classes, the movement was a means of expressing discontent within an elite artist community. 
Nonetheless, Dada is but one example of how art repudiates conformity, previously unquestioned 
systems of corrupt politics and oppressive social values. As one of the first great artistic outcries 
seeking political, cultural, and social reevaluation, “the beginnings of Dada,” as the Dada poet 
Tristan Tzara states, “were not the beginnings of art, but of disgust.”xl  
Social Realist artists in the nineteen thirties projected the reality of culture, politics and 
social values in the context of the global economic crisis.  They expose lives that have fallen 
victim to political corruption, labor injustice, social conflict, and a generally unglamorous quality 
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of life. Beginning with origins in European Realism of Honore Daumier, Gustave Courbet, and 
Jean Millet and diffusing into the minds of American artists, work within Social Realism visually 
represents issues of poverty, unemployment, and the culture of excess that led to these 
conditions.xli Social Realists, unlike Dada artists, did not wish to confine themselves to the elitist 
structure of the art world. They depicted the lives of average working class Americans, and 
publicized their worked through the newspaper and other media outlets to reach the general 
population. In a period inflicted with the hardships of international political instability and 
worldwide economic depression, the Social Realism movement was a public voice, what Cara 
Manes refers to as “Art for the People.”xlii 
A reflection upon the contextual contributions surrounding these prominent art 
movements reaffirms the words of Henri Cartier-Bresson, a 20th century photographer working 
within the influence of these movements. He claims that “in the face of exploitation, brutality, 
and impoverishment, shouldn’t art address human suffering and struggle?”xliii An investigation 
into the context of past art movements reveals a strong correlation between social and political 
crises and artist response. As progressive artists of the 20th century have shown, art is a means of 
addressing cultural crises that can transgress the bounds of objectivity that limit realms of 
politics, science, and psychology. Why, if past art movements combat corrupt politics and 
amoral social values, can we not apply such strategies to our current ecological crises? Does the 
impending doom of ecological and human suffering not merit such a response? 
 
Defining Eco Art and Its Trajectory within the Art World 
  
 The origins of eco art are, like many other art movements, rooted in a context of political 
and social injustice. It was fueled by newly debated issues in the context of the environmental 
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movement of the nineteen eighties. However, the environmental movement has become 
somewhat of an all-encompassing phrase; it is an extremely diverse and complex movement that 
has led to the creation of tens of thousands of national and local environmental organizations 
whose distinct agendas fall under the category of “environmental.”xliv How can we begin to 
understand and define this enormous, diverse, and complex movement? 
 The popularization of environmental values connects to a post World War II shift in 
consciousness, a new recognition of threats towards our environment, and consequently, human 
health.xlv The environmental movement stems from these newly discovered threats. The 
movement itself encompasses efforts to publicize, educate, and remediate the web of complex 
issues that contribute to threats upon our human health and our environment. In the nineteen 
sixties and nineteen seventies, a wide array of actions, including public protests, major 
publications, the formation of the EPA, the creation of Earth Day, and the creation of laws and 
treaties to protect the environment, formed our modern environmental movement. This 
environmental crisis would become the largest, longest, and most complex social movement in 
the United States.xlvi 
 “Ecological art” is a term that refers to a set of artistic practices that emerge from the 
environmental movement. The first examples of eco Art consisted of images that exposed this 
reality of chemical impact on the environment and humans. The images worked to rally the 
public, to create the counterculture that subsequently forms the popular environmental 
movement. In the decades to follow, this popular environmental movement has evolved into a far 
more inclusive, varied, and diverse effort, and as a result, eco Art’s purpose has expanded to 
address a multitude of complex issues through multimedia approaches. There are many 
definitions that attempt to encapsulate the interconnected relationship between sustainability, 
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culture and art that together form eco art. Sasha Kagan highlights one set of definitions from 
2011 that attempts to emphasize its basic principles: 
“Ecological art embraces an ecological ethic in both its content and its form/materials. 
Artists considered to be working within the genre subscribe to one or more of the 
following principles: 
  Attention on the web of interrelationships in our environment—to the physical, 
biological, cultural, political, and historical aspects of ecological systems 
  Create works that employ natural materials, or engage with environmental forces 
such as wind, water, or sunlight 
  Reclaim, restore, and remediate damaged environments 
  Inform the public about ecological dynamics and the environmental problems be 
face 
  Re-envision ecological relationships, creatively proposing new possibilities for 
co-existence, sustainability, and healing”xlvii 
Kagan’s concise elaboration of these points states “the genre of eco art…covers a variety 
of artistic practices which are nonetheless unites, as social-ecological modes of engagement, by 
shared principles and characteristics such as: connectivity, reconstruction, ecological ethical 
responsibility, stewardship of inter-relationships and of commons, non-linear (re)generativity, 
navigation and dynamic balancing across multiple scales, and varying degrees of exploration of 
the fabric of life’s complexity.”xlviii 
In trying to respond to such a diverse historical movement and tackle a multitude of 
different issues, the eco art movement has, unsurprisingly, unfolded in a number of different 
ways and is an inevitably broad art practice. However, all eco art exists under a thread of 
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commonality. All eco art addresses diverse issues of the environmental movement; it is defined 
by its conceptual agendas rather than its aesthetic style.xlix Its artists manifest a “revolutionary” 
and “profound shift in consciousness”l that recognizes humans as just one of a myriad of species 
that share the planet. Their mission reflects the counterculture, beginning in the 1960’s, to 
mainstream ideas about growth, excess, and engineering a bigger, better, faster, and more 
powerful world. The eco art movement is, then, a platform for expressing ideas of this 
counterculture.li  
With the growth of the countercultural movement across all discourses in the past several 
decades, why has eco art not established itself as a prominent art movement of our era? Scholars 
argue that several factors have prevented eco art from dominating the central circle of the 
contemporary art world. First, an increase in prominent contemporary artists who address issues 
of climate change is critical. Second, the broad diversity and the inherent interdisciplinary nature 
of the environmental movement make it difficult to characterize eco art as a movement. Lastly, 
many eco artists disturb artistic norms in their strong conceptual tendencies and innovative 
scales, media, and processes. This has made it difficult to separate art from engineering, farming, 
researching, education, etc. A conglomeration of these challenges has helped prevent eco art 
from becoming a prominent contemporary art movement.  
 Despite these setbacks, eco art is making progress in terms of finding solutions to these 
obstacles. Growth of the eco art movement is already occurring on many levels; in the past 
decade, a wave of exhibitions has focused on ideas of environmental sustainability and climate 
change.lii Sacha Kagan notes “ecological art is gaining both relevance and urgency as a social-
ecological practice, as the global crisis of unsustainability continues to aggravate itself.”liii 
Though it remains highly interdisciplinary, there has been great progress made in highlighting 
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and focusing the environmental movement’s common missions. At the very least, the movement 
is better structured to address these specific issues than it was in the 1960s. In terms of its 
acceptability within the art realm, a “dematerialization of the art object”liv in the contemporary 
art world has paved way for more concept-based and community-engaged artists to thrive, as 
well as others working outside the bounds of artistic norms. Artists who intend to escape what 
Lucy Lippard calls the “frame and pedestal syndrome of art” are more welcome now than ever to 
bring more conceptual forms of visual expression into the contemporary art world. There has 
been a large growth of the artistic space wherein the gallery has been incorporated into everyday 
life, allowing for new modes of exploration outside the normal contexts of inquiry.lv This type of 
art “enables artists to question traditional hierarchies of visual expression, to flee from the 
confining parameters of the art world, and to intervene in critical debates over culture, power, 
and identity.”lvi   
Though most artistic movements gain headway because of the new and unconventional 
aspects of the work, innovation does not guarantee fame. To paraphrase Weintraub, it is only 
when this artistic innovation correlates and is in sync with the extent and intensity of changes 
that are already occurring in society that they become successful as a movement.lvii Eco Art’s 
innovation shows promise in terms of its prominence within the art world because the scales, 
media, processes, and themes it introduces parallel environmental issues and humanity’s efforts 
to expel them. lviii In such a way, it seems fit that eco art effectively takes advantage of the 
changing art world to breach the barriers of communication from political, societal, economic, 
and scientific discourse and extends the environmental movement into the world of artistic 
expression.  
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Why is Art a Powerful Voice? 
 
 Before delving into an analysis of art’s applications within the greater environmental 
movement, it is important to discuss the reasons why art has the potential to be such a powerful 
communicator. Throughout centuries of war and conflict, artists have wholeheartedly voiced 
public concern and discontent. Political art has also aimed to enlighten its viewers, influence 
policies, and cause social and political uproar. How is the making of art—poetry, sculpture, 
performance, poetry, and beyond—effective in communicating ideas differently than discourse 
within other realms? I argue that four primary characteristics of art practice render it capable of 
unique communication, especially surrounding controversial issues. First, art has the ability to 
visualize issues that are otherwise difficult to grasp.lix Second, art reaches a wide and diverse 
audience.lx  Third, art stands apart from other environmental discourse because of its roots in 
imagination and the liberation granted through artistic license.lxi Lastly, many of these 
movements, including the environmental movement, are rooted in social and psychological 
issues; thus, stepping away from reason to consider psychological, creative, and unconventional 
solutions (finding a solution through the lens of the social sciences and humanities) is a more 
sensible means of approaching the crisis. In unpacking these ideas, is becomes evident that art 
could act as a particularly effective tool in the context of our modern environmental 
movement.lxii  
 In their introductory essay “Art & Death: Lives Between the Fifth Assessment and the 
Sixth Extinction,” Heather Davis and Etienne Turpin assert that “in response to the obvious 
demands that new ecological conditions are making on people…the arts can become a way of 
attuning to new realities.”lxiii  While it would be foolish to argue that art alone is the answer to 
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ecological problems, many scholars across disciplines emphasize its value in complementing 
climate change information from a variety of academic discourses. In looking at issues of 
environmental change, art can be a powerful tool for visualizing abstract ideas. This applies 
especially to a phenomenon whose effects are proposed to happen over a very long period of 
time. Because of the nature of climate change and its slow, in some cases invisible, progression, 
it can be difficult to understand and authenticate it as a crisis of our current generation. In an 
interview between Ben Valentine and artist Kelly Jazvac, she argues art’s “ability to provide 
visual representation for ungraspable ideas,” especially when information so often comes in the 
form of enigmatic scientific data.  Thus, translating these issues into accessible visual forms, as 
eco artists do, clarifies the reality to the artists’ audience. From the perspective of these artists’ 
audience, Finis Dunaway asserts in his essay “Seeing Global Warming: Contemporary Art and 
the Fate of the Planet” that cross fertilization between artists and scientists...demonstrates that 
two domains that we may not typically associate with one another—contemporary art and 
climate science—together can generate new ways of seeing global warming.”lxiv 
 Another benefit art brings to the eco movement is its ability to address a diverse 
audience. Outside the world of the educated scientific elite exists a diverse population that is 
unaware of, unable to make sense of, or in denial of scientific evidence supporting climate 
change. In its vast plethora of approaches to eco art, artists both inside and outside of the gallery 
setting attempt to proliferate themes of ecological change. Contrary to common belief that art is 
confined to galleries, many eco art projects have engaged communities and volunteers to 
participate in some form of environmental involvement. Others break the boundary of science to 
communicate themes of ecological change that can be understood on a rudimentary level. 
Dunaway suggests that “science is…a dissociated and all-too-abstract realm…science is maybe 
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nothing more than the formalization of communities of sense experience, however expensive or 
technically sophisticated are the extensions of sense that make these experimental experiences 
sharable.”lxv Thus, in order to bridge the gap between scientific information and the general 
public, art can act as a vehicle of translation, a platform for visualization of this information into 
a comprehendible and accessible form. 
 Climate change and discourse of the Anthropocene are inherently political topics; 
environmental discourse extends across social, economic, and all interconnected realms that 
coalesce into the reality of today’s world.lxvi As such, the conversation cannot be limited to the 
amoral and objective perspective of science. Art provides a suitable platform for ecological 
inquiry because of its ability to cross boundaries, provoke controversial discussion, and take a 
political stand.lxvii  As Jazvak argues, eco art “doesn’t always play by the rules…it can be 
slippery and covert. Art can make things uncomfortable, even if it’s just for a moment, and ask 
us to confront our delusions and presumptions.”lxviii Many artists approach exhibitions as a way 
of introducing difficult discussions. Therefore, eco art stands apart from other environmental 
discourse because its content is rooted in artistic imagination and can to take ideas to a new level 
of subjectivity. Instead of replicating the world, as science does, art can make critical judgments 
about “living in a damaged world.”lxix In such a way, art has a unique ability to straddle 
dichotomies; it is controversial and exploratory, inconclusive and open-ended, yet political and 
moral. lxx As Davis and Turpin argue, “this ability to sustain contradiction while interrogating the 
very modes of its production is especially valuable when engaging the scale and scope of the 
Anthropocene.”lxxi Art’s ability to transcend moral restrictions while balancing these dichotomies 
is specific to its roots in artistic license, making it a useful form of expression for tackling 
controversial topics.  
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 Lastly, there is a valid argument being made by a number of scholars that asserts the need 
to reframe the rhetoric of the environmental movement within the social sciences and the human 
realm. They suggest that the discussion should not be confined to quantitative discourse. In 
“Reconceptualizing the “Anthropos” in the Anthropocene: integrating the social sciences and 
humanities in global environmental change research” Palsson et al. discuss the need to move 
focus beyond scientific, practical analysis towards the social sciences and humanities. They 
assert that “to characterize the Anthropocene using qualitative data is one thing, to perceive how 
it faces human interaction, cultural institutions, and societies is another challenge for all 
realms.”lxxii Their argument for bold and creative thinking backed by intellectual rationale 
beckons the integration of artistic approach into the discourse of climate change. Art is “the 
vehicle of the aesthesis” that could actively direct conversation back to the social realm. Its role 
as the voice of people and culture could help reevaluate the environmental movement through a 
social/ human lens. It is impossible to begin to resolve issues without bringing them into 
conversations across disciplines. Many argue that there exists a general sense of knowing and 
recognition of climate change, however, the critical effort “to reframe environmentalism through 
the melding of science, aesthetics, and politics, and the erasure of boundaries,” will actively 
bring the Anthropocene into all realms of our lives.lxxiii Thus, the effects of human activity on all 
systems of our environment needs to not only be addressed through political, scientific, and 
economic approaches, but also through aesthetic, creative, and imaginative action that define 
contemporary art practice.lxxiv 
 A conglomeration of these four powerful and fundamental characteristics of art has the 
capacity to spark new and authentic changes for the current environmental movement and our 
recognition of the Anthropocene. It is clear that art provides a tangential approach to other 
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discourse and can complement existing discussion with a new visual perspective. Can we use an 
approach that fuses aesthetics and science to spread ideas about our new world of the 
Anthropocene?  
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Chapter 3: Eco Art Analysis 
 
Introduction 
 
As I discussed in the previous chapter, eco art’s value is rooted in the artistic 
characteristics that allow its audience to view climate change issues and solutions in a way that is 
different from other climate change discourse. Eco art pursues a multitude of diverse goals. 
Some artists explore ecological restoration through art, others wish to visualize scientific 
processes, or look at human impacts through creative aesthetic means. In this section, I will 
present eco artists that approach the global environmental crisis through a host of investigative 
platforms. Each eco artist of the 31 included in this analysis explores ideas of the environmental 
movement through a new artistic lens. They take the characteristics of art mentioned in the 
previous chapter and implement them to push climate change discussion down paths previously 
untraveled by scientists and politicians.  
There are an infinite number of ways to categorize these artists. Some scholars and critics 
have grouped them together by the different topics they discuss, others by their use of certain 
media, their approach within environmental theory, or their presentation strategies. While any of 
these would be effective methods of organization, for the purpose of this paper I will categorize 
the eco artists in terms of the artistic characteristics that make them stand apart from other 
climate change discourse. This should shed light on the value of creative and aesthetic 
approaches as a means of confronting, discussing, and beginning to find solutions for 
environmental issues. 
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Visualizing Global Environmental Change 
 
 There are a variety of factors that contribute to the unfathomability of global 
environmental change. Its scale, spatiality and the complexity of its processes make it extremely 
difficult for many to grasp. Many of these processes seem enigmatic when presented in numbers 
or in textual forms. What seems incomprehensible can often be made clear though visual 
support. Artists take this opportunity to employ aesthetic tools in an effort to capture some of the 
more unintelligible aspects of global environmental change. Illustrating scientific statistics and 
issues of scale, demonstrating invisible processes, highlighting long-term processes, revealing 
trajectories of the future, and exposing distanced processes or externalities have become popular 
interests of eco artists all over the world. This section will introduce eco artists who strengthen 
information about environmental change through visualizing its obscure processes. 
 
Numeracy 
 
Observations of the Anthropocene are so often presented in the form of statistics—
numbers that prove our trajectory of change, as in my introduction to the Anthropocene earlier in 
this paper. Numeracy is an extremely useful form of knowledge.lxxv Yet, numbers are often 
placed in a “synthetic situation”lxxvi wherein these numbers exist in their own unrelatable 
scientific realm and “the world simply cannot be incorporated.”lxxvii In presenting devastating 
statistics with numbers, they lack authenticity, and exist in a world entirely separate from human 
reality. It is extremely difficult to feel the enormity of environmental disasters when number 
values are given on a collective global scale (i.e. humans use x gallons of water per day 
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globally]; what’s more, they are often presented on a yearly basis (i.e. this year, humans disposed 
of x bottles of water). Beyond perhaps the brief shock factor that follows the presentation of such 
a grand numerical values, how is an individual, or more importantly a collective, expected to feel 
connected to the true causes behind these statistics? How can we turn this valuable knowledge 
into a perceivable and authenticable form? Or, as Heather Davis asks, “how do we address these 
subjective, affective structures of perception that pattern and animate scientific objectivity?”lxxviii  
Perhaps one of the greatest tools art offers to the discourse of climate change is the ability 
to visualize and communicate the immense scale and the vast areas effected by the 
environmental crisis at hand. Many eco artists seize aesthetic approaches as a means of 
visualizing the flood of numbers and statistics that are used to validate climate change. These 
artists grapple with presenting numbers in a way that connects them to human actions. Thus, I 
will begin my analysis of eco artists by introducing three artists who visually supplement 
numeracy with visualizations of global environmental change. Chris Jordan, David Maisel, 
Edward Burtynsky, are examples of photographers who attempt to provide more human-relatable 
perceptions of numeracy.  
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Figure 1. Chris Jordan, Cell Phones, Orlando 2004.lxxix 
In recent years, Chris Jordan has dedicated his career as an artist to communicating the 
magnitude of materialist consumption and its consequential waste. Photographs are his tools; he 
takes and manipulates his images, multiplying and compiling, collaging and juxtaposing to inject 
aesthetic power into numbers and statistics. In his project Intolerable Beauty: Portraits of 
American Mass Consumption (2003-2005), Jordan photographs large compilations of waste. The 
mono-product stacks of garbage are a lulling repetition of the same consumer product—a cell 
phone, a circuit board, a bullet casing, a cigarette butt, a shipping container. Their stunning, and 
regrettably beautiful presence when presented as in mono-product form forces the viewer to 
rethink their prior conception of the object. Jordan, knowing that consumers only see these 
objects as they exist in their daily life, uses compilation and repetition as a device to help the 
viewer better understand their role in connection to larger consumer patterns. In such a way, he 
hopes that the photographs “can serve as portals to a kind of cultural self-inquiry.”lxxx His choice 
to photograph these familiar objects helps the viewer comprehend their place within a collective 
pool of statistics.  
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In his project Running the Numbers (2006-present), Jordan’s apparatus for portraying 
numbers becomes even more sophisticated and complex. Like his previous “portraits” of mass 
consumption, Jordan photographs waste in large compiled formats. This time, the image is 
manipulated so that photographs of waste is merely the grain of the larger mosaic-like image it 
becomes. The images are juxtaposed with statistics that describe the objects they portray. While 
the statistic “260,000 car keys, equal to the number of gallons of gasoline burned in motor 
vehicles in the US every minute”lxxxi might not hold weight on its own, the striking apposition 
next to its visual equivalent allows the viewer to comprehend just how staggeringly gargantuan 
that number really is. The familiarity of the objects Jordan choses is another means of grasping 
these numbers on an individual scale. Jordan notes that “statistics can feel abstract and 
anesthetizing, making it difficult to connect with and make meaning;” lxxxii However, in 
juxtaposing small and large, one and many, these images transfer individual acts into an 
overwhelming collective responsibility.  
David Maisel’s photographs lift the viewer from their grounded perspective to reveal the 
vast immensity of the metropolis. In his series Oblivion (2004), Maisel captures the vast 
developments, highways, and skyscrapers through a perspective that we aren’t accustomed to. 
The bird’s eye view in these photographs emphasizes the monotonous repetitiveness of the 
human built environment. His infinite view of the built world is almost trance-inducing. The 
photographs contrast the micro-presence of humans to their structures, which here seem to 
continue on forever. Yet, there is an element of eeriness in the photographs, which remind us of 
human domination and the assumption that the world is ours for the taking. In such a way, 
Maisel visualizes the “self-generating, self-replicating force”lxxxiii of the human population by 
evoking the regrettable beauty of the repetitive built world.  
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 Figure 2. David Maisel, Oblivion 1N, 2004.lxxxiv 
A similar theme of unending repetition permeates Edward Burtynsky’s photographs. 
Burtynsky focuses many of his projects on portraying locations that are burdened by the 
bookends of consumption—manufacture and waste. His series China (2002-2005) exemplifies 
these efforts. The statement that accompanies these photographs is ridden with numbers that 
complement the magnitude of waste, people, and buildings that act as their subjects. While some 
are semi-aware of the process that precedes and follows consumption, Burtynsky forces the 
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viewer to acknowledge, connect with, and become a part of that process. In showing a landscape 
where mounds of steel cover the land as far as the eye can see, or a factory that continues for 
miles in length packed with homogenous workers, the artist sheds light on the immense time, 
effort, and space allotted for the creation our products for consumption. He proves that perhaps 
knowing a that company employs 15,600 people in one city may not seem real until you can see 
the  thousands of workers filing into work in the same pastel colored uniform. The images in this 
series help viewers come to terms with the often-invisible numbers behind a single consumer 
object.   
Figure 3. Edward Burtynsky. Manufacturing #18, 2005.lxxxv 
Each of these artists attempts to bridge the world of obscure numeracy with human life. 
They communicate the vastness of statistics and draw connections between individual and global 
patterns. As Shiv Visvanathan asserts, “numeracy is a means to transform the very works of 
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science, to create a science that was more sexual and sensual, a science that was sensitive to 
suffering.”lxxxvi These works provide meaning to numbers and science and attempt to recognize 
them through a social lens. Each of these artists makes conscious effort to uphold the notion that 
“understanding numbers has a close affinity with struggle and sensitivity to suffering.”lxxxvii  
 
Invisible Processes   
 
In addition to visualizing cryptic statistics, eco artists often materialize processes that are 
entirely invisible to the human eye. It is often difficult to recognize environmental changes that 
are occurring because so many of the consequences of human impact on the environment are 
invisible by nature, or occur underground or within the atmosphere. Eco artists have made strong 
efforts to expose these processes that fly under the radar, drawing attention to phenomena that 
are otherwise unseen. These artists include Terike Haapoja, Laurie Hogin, HeHe, Eve Andree 
Laramee, and Hans Haacke. 
Hans Haacke, referred to as an “eco art pioneer” by Linda Weintraub was an artist whose 
ecological goals sought to expose the waste of industry and human carelessness. Though his 
projects are not contemporary, they address issues of industrialization and waste in his own time. 
Many artists today use similar tactics to expose the filth that human activity imposes on the 
natural would. His project Rhinewater Purification Plant (1972) was a disturbing window into 
the filthiness that dwells within the Rhine River, located just near the museum in which it was 
displayed. The work consisted of filtrated Rhine River water in a tank filled with goldfish.lxxxviii 
Just adjacent to the clean tank lay large containers filled with dark, contaminated, filthy 
discarded water that was separated out in the purification process. The containers held sludge of 
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untreated household and industrial sewage.lxxxix In an attempt to display the hidden effects of our 
world on the environment, Haacke publically displays a type of before and after view of the 
river’s state before and after it was contaminated by human waste. Thus, through revealing this 
striking and gruesome waste and placing it in a clean human environment, Haacke dramatizes 
this impact and forces humans to come to terms with the reality of waste disposal.  
Figure 7. Hans Haacke, Rhinewater Purification Plant, 1972.xc 
 Terike Haapoja’s interactive installation Dialogue (2008) gives museumgoers the 
opportunity to directly sustain the lives of trees growing in the gallery. Dialogue consists of a 
bench in the center of the gallery, which invites people to sit and, through their exhalations, feed 
carbon dioxide to the trees scattered throughout the gallery around them. Although this exchange 
of gases is normally invisible, the artist collaborated with programmers Aleksi Pihkanen and 
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Gregoire Rousseau to provide audible verification of the viewers’ contributions.xci Sound-
generating devices that measure photosynthesis authenticate this exchange of symbiotic relations 
for the participants in the installation. In making this work, Haapoja poses the important question 
of “when does a living “thing” become a “being” and not an object? What kind of change in 
perception has to occur before we understand this experience as a dialogue?”xcii The work is a 
step towards seeing and accounting for these non-human species that are often disregarded as 
voiceless, vulnerable objects. In this gallery, they are seen as central to sustaining basic human 
life. 
Figure 4. Laurie Hogin, The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters (Habitat Diorama with Rozerem and Black 
Alligators), 2008. xciii 
 
Laurie Hogin raises frightening concerns about the long term effects of powerful 
pharmaceuticals in her striking, brightly rendered allegorical paintings. Many of the works are 
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entitled with names of these powerful and potentially dangerous pharmaceuticals to describe 
the sources of the species clearly defective and deranged mental and physical states. Hogin 
vividly illuminates, in the form of radioactive coats and angst-filled, beastly expressions, how 
our own creations can permanently impact our bodies and environments in a negative and 
potentially dangerous way. While much of her work focuses on pharmaceutical experiments, her 
concepts of physical and environmental abuse could be applied to many contemporary 
technologies whose effects have not yet passed the test of time. Hogin emphasizes the 
artificiality by which humans live in her use of bright synthetic colors. Hogin’s work sharply 
denotes issues of our contemporary consumer politics, the health industry, and the role of 
psychopharmacology in influencing our behavior. Her work exposes the long-term, internal 
consequences of abusing new technologies and medicines, not only on human lives, but also the 
animals on which these drugs are tested. 
Figure 5. HeHe, Nuage Vert, 2008.xciv 
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Other artists create work that exposes the toxic and dirty residues that result from 
technologies and ways of life in the Anthropocene. HeHe, the collaborative team of Helen Evans 
and Heiko Hansen, transformed industrial pollution into a public spectacle with their project 
Nuage Vert (2008). Using a projected fluorescent laser above a coal firing plant, HeHe drew 
attention to a “ghastly but gorgeous” cloud emitting from the chimney of the plant.xcv As HeHe 
asserts, showing these emissions and outcomes of industrial processes assists in “materialising 
environmental issues so that they become a subject within our collective daily lives.”xcvi Their 
pursuit of turning air pollution into an aesthetic spectacle forces the public to acknowledge an 
effect of industry that is often ignored. In attracting the public attention through altering the color 
of pollution clouds, HeHe successfully encourages an acknowledgement of human impact on our 
environment. 
Eve Andree Laramee’s work draws attention to the invisible presence of toxic waste on 
seemingly untouched and pristine public lands within the United States. She addresses the human 
footprint on outwardly unharmed environments, specifically national parks. In Nuke Notes 
(2012-ongoing), she recreated a familiar brochure for Arches National Park, but replaced the 
textual content with a daunting history of radioactive waste that contaminates the ground and the 
water within the park. In such a way, Laramee provides naïve spectators with a new perspective 
on a park whose renown and external beauty has concealed an invisible history of human 
infliction.  
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Figure 6. Eve Andree Laramee, Nuke Notes brochure, 2012. xcvii 
Natalie Jereminjenko, an expert in many disciplines and now in art, brings an advanced 
technological toolkit to her search to reveal toxic waste. Like Laramee, she pursues the exposure 
of invisible waste in her work Feral Robotic Dogs (2005-present). Her robots began as student 
projects, programmed to perform basic movements; they continued to upgrade the robot dogs to 
perform increasingly sophisticated tasks. Eventually, the students and Jereminjenko programmed 
the robots to sniff out toxic waste products, and adapted them to effectively work on uneven 
surfaces in the field. The dogs were released on industrial sites, and brownfield sites that were 
deemed safe to develop.xcviii The project makes the invisible visible, and to a diverse number of 
people. The artists’ mission statement for the project states the following: “The dogs’ paths 
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provide immediate imagery to sustain discussion and interpretation of an otherwise 
imperceptible environmental condition of interest (e.g. radioactivity, air quality). Because the 
dog’s space-filling logic emulates a familiar behavior, i.e. they appear to be “sniffing something 
out”, participants can watch and try to make sense of this data without the technical or scientific 
training required to be comfortable interpreting a EPA document on the same material.”xcix Her 
work holds functional applications in our changing world and is sparking conversation about 
current issues of invisible waste. Her innovative method is just one more way artists are 
changing perceptions of the Anthropocene and combatting human impacts on the environment. 
 
Temporal Processes 
 
 The emergence of the Anthropocene is marked by a complex set of changes, many of 
which will unfold over tens or hundreds of years. Science can track these changes as they occur; 
they can even imagine our future living and adjusting to these changes using our current 
trajectories. While many are aware of changes occurring, it is a common assumption to write off 
the implications of global environmental change as irrelevant and secondary because of their 
long-term nature. These changes don’t seem to affect us on a day-to-day basis. Many of the 
consequences that human will endure—“such as minute and incrementally accumulating 
processes of change, or the long duration of geological time, or even temporal rhythms relevant 
to particular non-human organisms as they encounter anthropogenic environmental change”—
may not be entirely accessible or understandable to human perception.c Thus, a common theme 
amongst eco artists is to expedite these temporal processes and portray the future of the 
Anthropocene, helping their audience to visualize and understand the future consequences of our 
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crisis. Artists Mary Miss, Lars Jan, Jan Piribeck and Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton Harrison 
present this future in a number of different ways. 
Figure 8. Mary Miss, Connect the Dots: Mapping the High Water, Hazards and History of Boulder Creek, 2007. ci 
In her site-specific installation Connect the Dots: Mapping the High Water, Hazards and 
History of Boulder Creek (2007), Mary Miss places spectators—the people of Boulder—in the 
midst of the next five-hundred-year flood.cii Following the belief that climate change could 
expedite the coming of the next flood event, Miss forces observers to consider themselves in the 
context of these devastating effects. In collaboration with a geologist and hydrologist, the artist 
forms a dotted line of blue discs—attached to buildings and trees around the town—that indicate 
the expected water level in the event of such a disaster. In doing so, Miss makes a foreboding 
fear a reality for the local landscape and its inhabitants, who’s realize their everyday activities 
are soon to be entirely underwater. The project made vivid the potential human dimensions of 
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global warming,”ciii showing how its effects will be obstructive to our daily lives. Its viewers can 
better envision themselves experiencing the physical and psychological disaster of the potential 
crisis.  
Figure 9. Lars Jan. Holoscenes (Miami), 2015civ 
Lars Jan and his artist collaborative Early Morning Opera are also concerned with our 
habitual routines in the wake of a changing world. Holoscenes (2016-ongoing) is a public 
performance featuring a woman, confined inside of a tank, completing mundane everyday 
tasks—cleaning, drinking tea, and getting ready for bed. The situation is thrown for a loop as the 
tank perpetually fills with water and then empties again. As the tank gradually fills up with 
water, the woman, unfazed, continues her task underwater as best as she can. The public 
performance, inspired by true flooding events in coastal areas of the world, is a means of 
confronting the extreme weather and flooding events that are occurring globally with increasing 
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frequency. It sheds light on a climate event that occurs instantaneously and unexpectedly, unlike 
some of the more premeditated, dragged out processes that accompany environmental change 
(sea level rise). The dramatized visual experience of Holoscenes prompts viewers to think about 
climate change events not as prolonged benign processes but as disasters that cause real and 
immediate human consequences. 
Figure 10. Jan Piribeck, King Tides Trail, 2014.cv 
Jan Piribeck is also interested in publicizing the future of her local landscape. Her 
ongoing project Envisioning Change (2013-present) investigates the rising oceans and its effect 
on the peninsula of Portland, Maine. Part of Piribeck’s “Envisioning Change” includes “King 
Tides” events, where artists and citizens convene to watch and document the largest astronomical 
tide of the year, the “King Tide.” At these events, participants gather and wade into the pools, 
while children joyfully sent off rubber ducks into the water. As a local newspaper noted, “the 
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mood was not apocalyptic. In fact, it was distinctly festive.”cvi This is part of a greater effort to 
create a more visceral approach to visualizing the impact of sea level change in Portland, 
Maine—a change that is so gradual it is extremely difficult to perceive and comprehend. The 
artist notes that changes are most evident during these King Tides surges and targets them as a 
way to ponder their potential effects on the future of the local landscape. The King Tides Trail 
(2014), a collaboration project with University of Southern Maine students and faculty to 
visually recreate the high water line during a King Tide, is another example of her visually 
immersive projects. Piribeck approaches climate change issues through a lens of education and 
practical application. She believes that “the role of the artist is to tell the story of sea-level 
change in a visual way that has emotional and psychological relevance.”cvii 
Water related crises comprise just a few of the many long-term catastrophes initiated by 
climate change. Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton Harrison’s video Mountain in the 
Greenhouse (2001) simulates long-term species migration due to warming in alpine locations. 
The video is based on findings of a conservation biologist. The artists turned this data into a 
visualized time lapse that tracks the ascents of three plant species up a mountain until they 
eventually disappear.cviii The video shifts focus to the effects felt by innocent plant species, many 
of which will lose their habitats and be forced into extinction. While knowledge of migratory 
pattern changes has undoubtedly been raised, seeing the plants’ journey towards extinction 
triggers an emotional response that authenticates these claims. These examples in particular 
highlight the potential for artist-scientist collaborations to visualize our future in the 
Anthropocene. Each of these works embodies the future in our immediate space and confronts 
the idea that all beings, plants, animals, and humans, will collectively seek refuge if these 
systems continue on their current course. 
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Spatial Processes 
 
The web of cause and effect that fuel human- environmental changes is fragmented, 
complex, and spans across the globe. One country’s gain often occurs at the expense of another’s 
across the globe. The spatial capacity of these processes often conceals issues of environmental 
destruction, human rights, and other negative externalities associated with global environmental 
change. Eco artists bring these issues to light, highlighting a number of external costs that are 
disguised by our complex global systems. Artists such as SUPERFLEX, Beehive Design 
Collective, Michael Mandiberg, and Frans Krajcberg exemplify efforts to dispel the “out of sight, 
out of mind” vantage point. 
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Figure 11. SUPERFLEX, Guarana Power, 2003.cix 
Food, drinks and material objects live long lives before reaching the consumer; the 
bookends of their “lives,” the parts we consumers do not witness, are often wrought with heavy 
environmental footprints—in the processes of growth, extraction, manufacture, distribution, etc. 
The collaborative group SUPERFLEX draw attention to these hidden processes, particularly 
those ridden with social injustice. Their project Guarana Power (2003-present) exposes 
corporate abuses of power and gives a voice to those they oppress, the farmers in Maues, Brazil. 
Having investigated a history of exploitative relations between Maues’ guarana berry farmers 
and corporations such as Coca Cola and Pepsi, SUPERFLEX collaborates with farmers to work 
independent of these corporate powers to take control of their products and reestablish their 
freedom. SUPERFLEX helped the farmers create their own branded drink product using the 
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same marketing techniques as the very corporations that exploited them. Instead of corporate 
logos and slogans, they label the product with farmers’ names and backgrounds in an attempt to 
speak out against the buried stories that lie beneath corporate advertising. This is just one way 
that SUPERFLEX has inspired others to adopt creative and assertive means of self-
empowerment. Guarana Power is a practical means of dismantling unequal indigenous power 
relations and educating the general public through visually representing the grassroots products.  
The Beehive Design Collective undergoes a similar collaborative process to tell the story of 
those abused by corporate systems of power. Their work evokes broad concepts, but is also 
extremely site-specific; it visualizes narratives about abused communities and positions them 
within a greater web of causality. Each work is the product of years of extensive research on the 
context surrounding each narrative. The artists immerse themselves in the communities whose 
stories will become their narratives, and collaborate with them to ensure complete accuracy. For 
example, their project Mesoamerica Resiste (2013) provides a critical perspective about 
globalization of the Americas, focusing on resistance to mega-infrastructure projects that are 
literally paving the way for free-trade agreements that devastate local economies and 
communities.”cx This quintessential project took nine years to make, requiring frequent travel to 
Mexico and Panama to meet the people who were directly affected by the development plans. It 
includes over four hundred species of animals, plants and insects, depicts a multitude of different 
corporate and political actors, and gives the viewer a glimpse into the grassroots organizing and 
community resilience. While the work is stunning in its technique, intricate detail, and 
illustrative qualities, its purpose goes beyond a work of fine art; the posters are produced as an 
educational tool and each represents the story of authentic contemporary issues of social, 
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political and environmental justice. The Collective presents posters in an educational manor and 
explains the story they are telling within their visual narratives. 
Figure 12. Beehive Design Collective, narrative presentation of The True Cost of Coal and Mesoamerica 
Resiste. cxi 
 
 Frans Krajcberg is an artist who worked in the twentieth to confront many of the same 
environmental issues addressed in eco art today. Krajcberg funnels a passion for the Amazon 
rainforest into his innovative sculptural forms, for which he is credited for expanding artists’ 
interaction and perception of landscape. Having spent most of his life as a recluse living in a tree 
house in the Mata Grosso region of the amazon, Krajcberg witnessed the obliteration of his 
surrounding natural environment. The deep sorrow he felt for this environmental devastation led 
him to create sculptural tributes that are meant to ''create a little controversy”cxii and raise blame 
to the global institutions responsible for its demise. For his tree sculptures, which were displayed 
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at the Museum of Modern Art in Rio De Janero, Krajcberg gathered remnants from areas that 
have been destroyed and burned in the Amazon and transformed them into massive abstracted 
tree-like sculptures. The sculptures attempt to recreate the actualities of the habitat he deeply 
cared for; they are “totemic monuments to the destruction taking place in Brazil's distant 
Amazon rain forest.”cxiii The work evokes extreme emotional response, acting as a sort of 
cemetery for a place destroyed. 
Equally important to the acknowledgment of resource exploitation is the awareness of 
recognizing the root cause: the development of societies of luxury and the growth of individual 
consumerism within these societies. Michael Mandiberg works within preexisting systems, 
primarily the Internet, to relay the contributions of individual consumers to the global climate 
change crisis. For his project Real Costs, Mandiberg constructed a web-browser platform that 
inserts CO2 emission measurements into travel websites such as Orbitz.com, Delta.com, etc. The 
project targets the wealthy elite, who often indulge in luxurious lifestyles of travel and material 
consumption without knowledge of, or prioritization of the environmental costs. Mandiberg’s 
goal is that the platform can serve a similar purpose to nutrition labels, exposing the invisible 
externalities associated with certain acts of consumerism that are otherwise excluded from 
websites.cxiv In such a way, Mandiberg reconnects the individual with their ability to affect 
greater global issues.  
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Figure 13. Michael Mandiberg, Real Costs, cxv 
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Pushing Ideas Through Artistic License 
 
Artistic license is a term that designates the alteration of conventions, distortion of fact, 
and free interpretation of pre-existing rules made by artists in the name of art. Ideas that are 
unbound by objectivity are limitless in their power. They break apart presumptions of morality 
and immorality, they surface discomfort and brutality; they exaggerate, innovate, and cause 
controversy.cxvi Eco art confronts realities that we refuse to accept because they are 
uncomfortable, emotional, or seemingly unresolvable. Interpreting these ideas through art, 
because of creative and imaginative license granted to artists, pushes these realities to a new 
level. Art presents issues in raw form; its dissembles passive or deceptive rhetoric that surrounds 
the discourse of global environmental change. Artists cross boundaries, take political stands, and 
provoke controversial discussions. Reverend Billy Talen, Revital Cohen and Turen Van Baalen, 
and the collective that executed Bradalism use artistic license to their utmost advantage to create 
work that is provocative, contentious, critical, and at times, absurd. 
Since the 1990’s, Billy Talen’s hybrid preacher activist character, called “The Reverend 
Billy Talen,” has passionately preached the destructive role of large corporations within the 
environmental crisis. His concept as an eco artist satirizes aspects of typically right-winged 
conservatism to confront issues of colonization, industrialization, and consumerism in our 
modern society.cxvii His creative outlet is public performance—fanatical sermons—in train 
stations, banks, grocery stores, parks, and stores, where he emphatically opposes, through 
didactic preacher language, consumer culture and instances of corporate oppression. He has 
preached the sins of BP, Starbucks, Walmart, the World Bank and their role in accelerating 
climate change. One performance showed him shouting “Monsanto is the devil!” in large grocery 
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chains. In his performances he hopes to expose some of the hidden characteristics of these 
corporate giants, such as their neglect for human rights of indigenous peoples, or their shameless 
use of carcinogenic pesticides. His confrontational style, which is often site-specific to the 
company he chooses to slander, is a means of inducing guilt and shame. This outlandish 
approach has led to his frequent arrests, though this has done little to sway the Reverend from 
continuing to wash institutions of their sins, extract their evil, and admonish their destructive 
self-centered ways. His performances attract and enlighten his public audience; they educate the 
public about corporate evils, and encourage anti-consumerism and withdrawal from corporate 
support. The absurdity of Billy Talen’s sermons, their inherently satirical nature and their 
element of mockery, make them equally entertaining as they are inspirational. His comical, 
passionate and ludicrous method is a product of artistic interpretation that allows Reverend Billy 
to voice controversial issues through a unique religious lens.  
Figure 14. Revital Cohen and Tuur van Balen, Kyoto Kingdom (still image from video), 2013cxviii 
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Revital Cohen and Tuur van Balen’s installations, films, objects, and photography 
explore themes of manufacturing in terms of cultural, ethical, and political practice.cxix Their 
work questions the methods, customs, and technologies that have become normative in our 
diverse societies. Many of their conceptual projects explore our relationship with animals and 
objects as commodities. In the works Kyoto Kingdom (2013), Nowhere a Shadow (2013), and 
Pigeon D’or (2010) in particular, Cohen and Van Balen raise questions about how far human 
will take use their technologies to overcome inconveniences. In each of the projects, the artists 
show how animals are used, manipulated for human benefit. Kyoto Kingdom, a video, shows a 
vast goldfish-breeding farm preparing for an annual goldfish competition. The goldfish were 
genetically manipulated to be viewed and admired at their best from above, maximizing their 
value the context. This particular project shows how certain cultures, in this case Japan, view 
animals as products for manufacture. Pigeon D’or, a comical work, envisions a reality where 
pigeon feces could be lined with soap, so that their feces would hold some benefit to the areas 
they occupy. Nowhere a Shadow takes place in a wild environment inhabited by wolves. 
Artificially sustained plants and scaffolding holding infrared lights occupy the area, waiting for 
wolves to approach and interact with the invasive man made structures. The project shows the 
process of wolves scratching on these structures, intimated an unnatural symbiotic process 
wherein the wolves’ movements generate electricity for the system. Through innovative and 
imaginative constructions, Cohen and Van Balen’s work triggers a question of morality in the 
viewer and provokes the question: where can we draw the line? How much can we manufacture 
animal activity to cater to our needs before it becomes unethical? 
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Figure 15. Brandalism Air France Ad, 2015.cxx 
Brandalism (2015), an effort of 82 artists to install 600 spoof ads across the city of Paris, 
was a public protest by activist artists against world powers. Just days before the COP21 Climate 
Change conference in the city, the artists publicly denounced large corporations such as Dow 
Chemicals, Wal-Mart and Air France who, by sponsoring the climate conference, attempted to 
conceal their culpability.cxxi The posters, like conventional advertisements, were strategically 
located on bus stops, sidewalk displays, subways, train stations, and every other imaginable form 
of public display. The artists manipulated the ads to overtly bash institutions for upholding 
capitalist morals, masking the harm they cause to humans and global environments, and 
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consequently fueling climate change. Quotations such as “we knew about the impact of fossil 
fuels and publicly denied it,” “we’re sorry we got caught,” “earn more money, buy more things,” 
and “designed in heaven assembled in China” are examples of some of the posters’ slogans. 
Others accuse companies of green-washing, including their sponsorship of the climate 
conference, to “clean up dirty profiles.” In such a way, the artists use their artistic license to 
exactly counter the conventional role of advertisements, which encourages consumer culture and 
feeds the capitalist system. Their creative use of ad displays is ironic; it seizes a corporate 
mechanism, normally used for self-promotion, and turns it on itself. In doing so, the artists reveal 
corporations for what they truly are—part of the problem, not the solution. 
 
Making the Environmental Crisis Accessible to a Diverse Public  
 
 Art has undergone major transformations in the way it is presented; its venue, location, 
how it’s presented, and who it is presented to has expanded beyond the conventional, sterile 
display environment of the gallery. Art has been dematerialized, expanding the possibilities of 
new forms of expression and giving way to concept-based art. Lippard emphasizes that “idea 
driven art provides a much needed means to connect to everyday life,” and “enables artists to 
question traditional hierarchies of visual expression, to flee from the confining parameters of the 
art world, and to intervene in critical debates over culture, power, and identity.”cxxii Being a 
relatively new genre of art with expansive environmental applications, eco art has taken 
conceptual approaches to an entirely new level. It is not confined exclusively to the walls of a 
museum or gallery. It engages the public and encourages them to observe and participate in 
conversations about global environmental change. In this way, eco art enhances climate change 
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discourse by engaging a diverse, otherwise disconnected audience because of its site-specific, 
interactive, and inclusive properties. Eco artists strive to bridge the gap between inaccessible 
scientific information and civil engagement. Often, eco art within the public sphere is 
multidisciplinary by nature. This intersectionality makes it difficult to distinguish between artists 
rooted in public accessibility and outreach versus artists with interdisciplinary and socially 
oriented goals. Thus, the artists in this section and in the discussion of interdisciplinary art that 
follows are in many ways interchangeable. There exist no firm barriers between the boundaries 
of these sections; however, the artists discussed in this section show a particular dedication to 
public involvement that I found to be exemplary. Maya Lin, Bonnie Ora Sherk, Mel Chin, and 
Lillian Ball’s projects are quintessential examples of accessible public work. 
 Maya Lin is most noted for designing the Vietnam Memorial, a moving, sophisticated 
and striking monument, for which she has been given extremely high praise. Thirty years after 
this project, she has come up with another memorial project, which she frequently refers to as 
“the last memorial,”cxxiii a multimedia effort to raise public awareness about species loss and 
human impact on biodiversity. The project, which she calls What is Missing?, consists of an 
interactive website highlighting a number of animal species—accompanied by photos, text, and 
audio recordings—whose lives are threatened by human activity. A large component of the 
project was a 2012 expedition, where Lin travelled to about a dozen countries to ask people 
“what is missing?” in their natural landscape. The answers she gathered were powerful and 
astounding; it was clear that the average person was noticing a change. Through this approach, 
Lin brings the power of human observation onto a level that parallels scientific evidence of 
change. It is proof of change on a basic observational level. Furthermore, this trek around the 
world sparks inquiry and discussion that perhaps these people would not have engaged in 
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otherwise. In an interview about the What is Missing? project, Lin suggests that “if I can get you 
to look at something afresh, maybe you will pay closer attention.”cxxiv The results of this 
expedition unveiled a human awareness of environmental surrounds that seemed to be shared by 
all. Getting people to talk about these natural observations is a way for people to share a common 
human experience. Lin discusses the differences across the globe in the topic of these 
observations, noting that highly industrialized places like China had less of an ability to reflect 
upon changes in nature. In this way, her results shed light of cultural perspectives and the 
different ways that societies across the globe view their environment in connection with their 
own lives. Lins approaches spark discussion about global environmental change to a broad 
diverse audience around the world. Other components of this multimedia project include 
engaging different urban populations with issues of biodiversity through billboard 
advertisements. Lin’s What is Missing? is the ultimate example of accessible art. She reaches 
diverse audiences through different outlets—the Internet, public advertisements, public high 
schools, and street level interactions. She materializes on her passion for dire ecological issues 
through crafting accessible, yet diverse, platforms for effective public engagement. 
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Figure 16. Bonnie Ora Sherk, CrossRoads Community (The Farm), 1974.cxxv 
Bonnie Ora Sherk is another artist working to engage a diverse public in the conversation 
about global environmental change. In Bonnie Ora Sherk’s work as an eco artist in the last few 
decades, she developed the concept for “a living library,” which “provides a powerful systemic 
framework, methodology, and strategy for creating place-based, ecological change in schools 
and communities locally and globally.cxxvi Sherk’s developed a vision for this prototype in her 
creation of CrossRoads Community (The Farm) (1974). This project demonstrated how artists 
gather community members to learn about, discuss, and celebrate the environment.cxxvii The 
Farm was located on seven acres of deserted space adjacent to several freeway overpasses in San 
Francisco. The site was situated in the midst of highly urban landscape infiltrated by sounds of 
trucks, street clamors, and the bustling noises of urban life. The farm was an oasis for life; it 
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included a garden, farm, park, outdoor school, kitchen, library, and more. It incorporated plants, 
animals, and humans into the farm’s infrastructure, embedded within its urban surroundings. In 
such a way, Sherk creates a beautiful set of relationships, between humans, plants, and animals, 
but also between the urban and the rural environment. Because of its location between 4 distinct 
neighborhoods and its inherently conspicuous presence, the site attracted a number of diverse 
community members, who were welcomed to contribute and participate in the farm’s 
interdisciplinary, environmentally oriented activities.cxxviii The farm “is a place for social art, as a 
model of a microcosm of nature and the beginning of a framework of open spaces that will 
connect neighborhoods, schools, parks;”cxxix Its social engagement holds powerful weight in 
reconnecting humans both to their natural and urban environments. It opens minds into natural 
processes that are otherwise separate from urban life. This framework, because of its ability to 
expande our “limited cultural repertoire for what public space can or ought to be,”cxxx is a 
catalyst for forward progress in the Anthropocene.   
For decades, Mel Chin has worked to situate himself as an artist in the realm of science 
and ecological projects.cxxxi While he has found success through many of his diverse projects, 
including Revival Field (1990), his more recent work is extraordinary in its ability to engage with 
the public and activate minds across disciplines. His project Operation Paydirt (2007-ongoing) is 
a multidisciplinary, diverse effort to raise awareness about childhood lead poisoning. Its focus on 
publicity is recognized as a means of accelerated grassroots organizing, but also as a way of 
pressuring and shaming local and federal governments into taking actioncxxxii He conceived of 
the project when working in New Orleans post-Katrina, where he realized a great problem that 
existed far before the disaster: a disturbing amount of lead contaminant accumulation was 
rampant throughout the city. 
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Figure 17. Mel Chin, Fundred Dollar Bill Project, 2007-ongoing.cxxxiii 
Chin’s belief in “the participatory power of art as a driving force for public awareness, 
dialogue, and action”cxxxiv has yielded amazing success in rallying support for the cause of lead 
contamination. Aiming to involve children as drivers of the project, Chin shared his template for 
the “Fundred Dollar Bill”—an actual size one hundred dollar bill with room for free interpretive 
design—to schools around to country. This was an effort to craft a metaphorical symbols for the 
Fundred Dollar Bills, each of which are symbolically equivalent to the amount of money needed 
to remediate New Orleans’ soils.cxxxv Chin then travelled around the country to collect the three 
million Fundred Dollar Bills, a practical step that also perhaps helped to further market his cause. 
The project is an imaginative and unique solution for connecting the emotional aspects of the 
problem with a pragmatic goal for solving the issue. His efforts have grown beyond the Fundred 
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Dollar Bill Project to achieve interdisciplinary successes.cxxxvi In 2008, Chin built a safe house in 
New Orleans as a place to provide information about lead contamination to local residents. In 
2010, an armored truck drove across the country to a number of lead poisoning awareness events 
in schools and museums nationwide. The program created two short films about the cause in 
2014, which were played on Los Angeles Metro buses and reached millions of viewers. The 
program has recently given lessons for lead poisoning prevention to thousands of students on a 
local level. His great success with the project has been the result of rallying diverse support, 
conveying his ideas through broad media, and interpreting the issue within a number of 
disciplines.   
Figure 18. Lillian Ball, WATERWASH (Mattituck), 2007-2009.cxxxvii 
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It was difficult to place Lillian Ball within one of the four categorizations I have used to 
categorize these artists and their work. Her concept for WATERWASH (2007-ongoing) was to 
create a productive partnership between the artist (herself) and non-art institutions (the 
government, engineers, etc.) to work towards an aesthetic solution for storm water management. 
Ball’s projects incorporate an element of local engagement and education that extends beyond 
just interdisciplinary action and collaboration with those outside the realm of art. The design is a 
hybrid between a mini-wetland, garden, and park, that uses a combination of permeable 
pavement, native vegetation, soil, and microorganisms to filter toxins from rainwater before it 
enters the river and the greater watershed.cxxxviii It is a creative prototype solution that uses 
artistic design and natural processes to heal some of the damages of industrialization and 
development.cxxxix The original prototype for WATERWASH was created on Long Island, though 
she has since targeted the Bronx River Watershed for more recent projects. 
Her system involves extensive collaboration with local officials, members of the 
community, and the larger public. She worked with young South Bronx residents through a 
nonprofit focused on engaging youth in ecological projects. For the community who was not 
directly involved in the making process, its sidewalks are lined with signage that describe the 
process of two the project functions to neutralize toxic waste. Ball’s WATERWASH initiatives 
have shown success in mediating storm water issues, especially during some of the extreme 
effects of storms and hurricanes in the past decade. However, the project is more than a local 
success. It is a prototype to be adopted in cities across the globe, and gives hope to other 
innovators who have a vision for local artist-non-artist partnerships. The funding for her 
WATERWASH has come primarily from grants through the local government, and she preaches 
this approach to similar planet-greening initiatives and collaborative relationships that seek 
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government funding.cxl Ball remarks, "It's a total concept -- a way of looking at storm water 
removal and public outreach from a totally different perspective. I envisioned this project as a 
prototype for other places around the world."cxli Although her focus started with New York, the 
potential of Ball’s WATERWASH extends beyond the state level to inspire cities around the 
nation and the globe to take initiative. 
 
Applying Interdisciplinary Approaches to the Anthropocene 
 
Though many of the artists mentioned in this analysis have cross-disciplinary expertise 
and applications, the following group of artists’ work represents a particularly “imaginative 
effort to reframe environmentalism through the melding of science, aesthetics, and politics and 
the erasure of boundaries between aer and the world.”cxlii A host of eco artists channel 
knowledge and techniques from across disciplines to adapt to and restore the effects of 
environmental change. Aviva Rahmani states "ecological art is an art practice, often in 
collaboration with scientists, city planners, architects and others, that results in direct 
intervention in environmental degradation. Often, the artist is the lead agent in that practice."cxliii 
It is a common assertion amongst artists and social experts that the discourse of climate change 
must move beyond science and reacquaint itself with the very source of its demise: humans and 
social theory.cxliv In an effort to do so, artists reframe the global environmental changes in a way 
that acknowledges the multifaceted nature of the ecological crisis. They find ways to weave 
discourse of the Anthropocene into all disciplines and realms of life. Artists Friedensreich 
Hundertwasser, Patricia Johanson, Herbert Bayer, and Viet Ngo materialize Rahmani’s idea 
through their innovative interdisciplinary projects. 
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Figure 19. Friedensreich Hundertwasser, Hundertwasser  House, 1985.cxlv 
For Friedensreich Hundertwasser, artistic practice and life were two sides of the same 
coin. His paintings, designs, and manifestos are merely outlets for his ideas, morals, values, and 
beliefs. In this sense, Hundertwasser is as much a way of life, a brand, and a phenomenon, as he 
is an artist. Though Hundertwasser’s ideas matured far before any acknowledgement of the 
Anthropocene, they parallel recent efforts to critique corporate authoritarianism and increasing 
industrial development. The Hundertwasser prototype, which affects all realms of living, is an 
eco activist humanitarian who has a passionate concern for viewing all built environments and 
customs through a lens of environmental sustainability. His projects note an inherent human 
connection with nature and biology and work to rejoin the two. Vehemently rejecting his 
contemporaries for succumbing to industrial, he poses the question: “are people happier living in 
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environments that resemble machines or meadows?”cxlvi His Hundertwasser House (1985) is an 
example of his integrated approach demonstrated through architectural design. It deviates from 
contemporary architectural design in its aesthetic and functional components, both of which are 
influenced by the natural characteristics of the human body. Hundertwasser House boasts neither 
straight lines nor flat planes, which in his mind are creations of industry and strip humans of their 
innate relationship with the Earth.cxlvii Its exterior is brightly colored, organically shaped, and 
woven with plants and earthen terraces that provide insulation, catch rainwater, and encourage 
biological processes, rather than obstruct them.cxlviii These bold irregularities are a part of 
Hundertwasser’s holistic efforts to reunite human life with natural processes and reject the 
infiltration of industry into all realms of life.  
The idea that perhaps best encapsulates Hundertwasser’s point of view is his declaration 
of the “five skins.”cxlix This ideology unknowingly reflects Sherri Mitchell’s proposed 
“neohumanist” approach, which strives for universal unification of humans towards the common 
goal of a sustainable future.cl Hundertwasser first he speaks of his natural skin, the epidermis, 
which is followed by his clothes, and the third skin, his home. His greater consciousness, 
however, is evident in his acknowledgment of a fourth and fifth skin, which are the social 
environment of one’s identity, family, home, country, and the planetary skin, the earth, ecology 
and universe, respectively. The idea that we live within concentric circles that connect all 
humans not only to each other but also to our natural world is the ultimate centralizing view of 
climate change. To integrate and mobilize all humans under one common idea is an extremely 
difficult task. The five skins ideology understands our current crises through a “neohumanist” 
lens that finds commonality within diverse human people and across all disciplines. His 
ideologies note how sustainable agendas can cross disciplines through art practice.  
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Figure 20. Patricia Johanson, Fair Park Lagoon, 1981
cli 
For a number of years, Patricia Johanson preached her ideas to fuse together nature and 
culture through architectural design. Her drawings and designs, even more so than 
Hundertwasser’s, show living spaces completely integrated into their natural surroundings. Her 
visions for green roofs, terraces, and other practical biological remedies precede their 
international popularity as ecological solutions in architecture. Though these ideas existed in her 
drawings and in her mind, they were never applied on a grand scale until her project Fair Park 
Lagoon (1981), commissioned by the Director of the Dallas Museum of Art.clii  Thus, a five-
block deteriorating lagoon became Johanson’s playground for restoration, rehabilitation, and 
integration of the natural world and human life. In collaboration with scientists, engineers, and 
city planners, Johanson designed a space where native plants prevent the further erosion of 
banks, provide shelter and food for animals; a network of undulating paths and crossovers create 
a walking space for humans and a perch for turtles and birds. The design creates her idea of a 
“living exhibit,” where people can experience the world rather than see it through glass cases.cliii  
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Fair Park Lagoon seamlessly blends social space into natural living systems. In doing so, it 
represents an integration of social space, engineering, urban planning, scientific observation, and 
ecological repair through artistic practice. 
Figure 21. Herbert Bayer, Mill Creek Canyon Earthworks, 1982cliv 
Similar remediation projects exist outside of the urban realm. Renowned Bauhaus artist 
Herbert Bayer’s Mill Creek Canyon Earthworks (1982) in Kent Washington, which follows the 
Bauhaus principle of coalescing function and form, takes a multidisciplinary approach to 
improve storm water detention, prevent soil erosion, and restore salmon habitats.clv Bayer 
reshapes the land into cones, ridges, and circular trenches to form pools, dams, bridges, and 
pathways.clvi He believed that “artistic work will expand from the picture frame to the large 
outdoor spaces where it will eventually assume terrestrial, even cosmic dimension.”clvii Its 
surface beauty and minimalist aesthetic is undeniable and supports public enjoyment; however, 
its value goes beyond the surface in an effort to find ecological solutions across disciplinary 
boundaries. 
 Viet Ngo does not believe in the doomsday mentality. His mission is to utilize his 
expertise as an artist, engineer, and entrepreneur to create innovative solutions to the number of 
predicaments humans have gotten themselves into. His optimistic outlook fuels inventions of all 
kinds in the areas of waste management, reforestation, infrastructure, ecotourism, energy, and 
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beyond. Ngo’s dedication to the regenerative processes is remarkable. He finds the silver lining 
in our crises to repurpose the byproducts of what we—the human society—have created. One 
notable project is a unique sewage treatment plan that uses edible and harvestable aquatic plants 
to neutralize the soil. This description hardly scratches the surface of Ngo’s ideas. As CEO of 
Lemna International, “experts in selecting the most suitable and sustainable technologies to meet 
local conditions and satisfy local needs,” Ngo’s far-reaching and far-flung ideas exemplify the 
creativity and innovation that is necessary in adapting to conditions in the Anthropocene.clviii 
 The artists I have touched upon in this section hardly scratch the surface of projects that 
find ecological applicability across disciplines. While several of the projects mentioned focus on 
restoration, public parks, and architectural design, they are certainly not limited to these areas of 
focus. Natalie Jereminjenko has made enormous efforts to build green parking spaces where 
plants absorb runoff in cities.clix Pedro Reyes tackles issues of gun violence in Mexico by 
repurposing guns into tools for ecological engagement.clx Alan Sonsfit continues to collaborate 
with city planners to create public green spaces in cities across the globe. The opportunity for 
artists to create, invent, and innovate for practical applications is ever expanding. In the wake of 
the Anthropocene, the platform for constructing these projects has become infinite and beckons 
the creativity of multitalented artists to thrive within this growing niche of sustainable art and 
design. These artists achieve what streamline engineers and designers often cannot. An element 
of creativity is key to finding new solutions and adapting to changing times.  
 

  
 Taking a step back from the artist analysis allows for a reflection upon a population of 
people who are responding to an extremely relevant and overwhelming phenomenon. This 
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analysis does not represent a comprehensive list of eco artists responding to our environmental 
crisis; it hardly scratches the surface of the eco artist movement in my analysis of these inspiring 
ecological works. Each reflects a greater effort amongst eco artists to help their viewers process, 
begin to deal with, understand, think and feel about the environmental crisis. Through their 
unique approaches, the artists recognize environmental issues through an entirely new and 
creative light. Their work spans across decades and works within diverse media, yet they share a 
common goal of furthering our acknowledgement of the crises at hand. This compilation of 
diverse works reflects how artists are often compelled to change their conceptual focus to 
address and respond to new and relevant events. Their efforts acknowledge the need for society 
to change and adapt to the pressing phenomenon of global environmental change. 
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Conclusion 
 
 The timeline of human evolution leading up to the Anthropocene is a story of innovation, 
adaptation, and aspiration. It does describe humans as settling with present conditions, declaring 
their satisfaction and contentment. Centuries of desire for growth and abundance culminate with 
our current era, where we have achieved ultimate luxury and surplus. Oddly enough, this is 
perhaps the first time humans are being encouraged to wean away from this lifestyle, and 
suggestions of returning to a simple life are rampant. While these aspirations of yearning and 
striving seemed suitable centuries ago, when the Earth could sustain further human growth, 
many indicators suggest that we are no longer living in a world where growth is a beneficial 
goal. The evidence of human impact that provokes this shift into the Anthropocene is perfect 
example of how humans have abused these ambitions of luxury that fueled our history of human 
civilization. 
 The declaration of the Anthropocene is, then, a shocking realization, a reminder that we 
have reached the culmination of human domination, complex adaptation, and abundance. The 
artists in this paper are amongst a population of people who are responding to such a reality. 
They take on the overwhelming task of beginning to understand, discuss, and deal with the 
conditions of the Anthropocene. Their role in the field of dealing with global environmental 
change is unique and inspirational. Eco artists devote creativity, imagination, originality, and 
dedicated efforts that combine to fill a niche in the field of environmental discourse. This 
creative niche supplements scientific discussion by redirecting conversation back through a 
social lens, reaching a broad public, and helping to create a better understanding of the 
environmental crisis for a greater number of people. Artists described in this paper not only draw 
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attention to the issues of our crisis, but also begin to solve them through innovative cross-
disciplinary projects. There is no doubt that artists have melded into the discourse of our 
environmental crisis in a way that enhancing and contributes to efforts towards change. Each of 
these artists holds prospects for a ecologically sustainable future. 
 The discussion of eco art within the realm of environmental discourse is a critical step 
towards fulfilling these prospects. Including and empowering the myriad of approaches and 
schemes of environmentalism only increasing support for visions of a sustainable future. They 
represent a small component in a large army that has waged war against the harms of humanity 
on the environmental world. Though these artists have far from completed their goal, their work 
is not without its successes, and it is important to note their contributions to the movement as a 
whole. The eco artists in this paper have set the stage for the contemporary world of artists to 
come. The current growing population of eco artists around the globe and their ideas and 
explorations are a call to arms. Their increased support could fuel a prominent art movement that 
centers ecological concerns at the center of the contemporary art world, a place where eco art has 
only existed as a minority. Beyond the art realm, eco art is a strong contribution to discussions of 
global environmental change, and provides unique perspectives that bolster conversation and 
perspectives within other, more objective disciplines.  
 When presenting this paper to a public audience, the importance of this topic became 
much more apparent to me. As I described the photographs of works by Lars Jan, Cohen and van 
Balen, and Jan Piribeck, scientists were intrigued and fascinated by the idea of using this creative 
side of the brain to clarify what they had primarily experienced in the form of figures and graphs. 
On numerous occasions, the most objective-minded people I had met were able to come to look 
at these crises differently. Several seemed to react with mild glints of emotion. This experiencing 
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these reactions reminded me of why I felt compelled to write this paper. I have always believed 
in art’s ability to alter perspectives. A painting, performance, installation, or photograph often 
addresses the same points of discussion as a scholarly article, but viewing an idea through a 
creative, visual lens evokes entirely different feelings than a text does. I mean not to say that one 
is greater than the other, but that they offer distinct perspectives of the same idea. Art can trigger 
emotional responses in a person that might instigate a unique sense of empathy—a feeling that 
perhaps they wouldn’t get from a graph, or an explanation.  
In our world of the Anthropocene, it is clear that the human species is desperate for a 
universal change in consciousness, one that feels this empathy and seeks change on its behalf. 
Eco artists are the facilitators of this empathy. They construct creative modes of communication 
that provide a platform for thinking and feeling in the Anthropocene. They are instigators of 
change, activating thoughts and emotions through unique projects. They can draw people in with 
strange or absurd approaches, and prompt people to think and understand what it going on in 
front of their eyes. The dedicated efforts of eco artists, especially now as we enter the 
Anthropocene, are the first crucial steps to initiating the conscious, universal shift towards a 
sustainable and responsible future. 
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